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Snapchat is  bowing to pressure from users  to roll back its  big changes . Image credit: Snap

 
By DANNY PARISI

After its big redesign last year was met with massive consumer backlash, Snapchat has essentially rolled back many
of the major changes, hoping to appeal to both its users and advertisers.

Snapchat has struggled with monetization in recent months, particularly as its competitors continually ape and
improve on its core features, such as Instagram's popular version of the Stories format. Now, the platform is hoping
that giving in to user demand will help win back the crowd.

"If we look at the situation more closely, we can see that the root cause of this is really not the re-design, but rather a
conflicting set of goals," said Edward Balassanian, founder of Strings, Austin, TX. "As long as the user experience is
in conflict with advertisers' needs, Snapchat or any other platform will not be able to bridge the gap no matter how
many times they re-design the user experience."

Redesign rollback
Late last year, Snapchat introduced a new redesign that radically altered how users interacted with the platform.

Snapchat users would now see friends' Stories and private snaps all in one feed, ordered non-chronologically.
Additionally, branded content was separated from user content on a completely different page along with Stories
from other users who do not personally follow the user back.

To put it mildly, users were not happy. Major backlash erupted on social media, with many users demanding that the
changes be reverted.
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Snapchat also released the second iteration of its  Spectacles recently. Image credit: Snap

The outrage culminated in a petition signed by more than 1 million people asking for the redesign to be changed
back. At first, Snapchat CEO Evan Spiegel dug in his heels, assuring users that they would get used to the changes
over time.

But now the company has changed its tune. Beginning this week, Snapchat is slowly rolling back most of the
changes, separating Stories from private messages and going back to ordering them chronologically.

However, other changes will remain in place. For example, branded content and user content will remain on
entirely separate pages of the platform, a move that has made some advertisers anxious since it makes their content
less native.

Balancing act
Snapchat's redesign changed many things, but the change that had the biggest effect for brands is how Snapchat
users now engage with influencers.

While a post from a user's mutual friend will go in the friends tab, posts made by users who do not follow the
original user back, namely influencers and celebrities, will appear in the other tab.

This has already created a feeling of disconnect between users and their favorite influencers, who are now placed
among advertisements and branded content instead of in the friends list (see story). While other aspects of the user
experience have been modified back, this change has remained in place.

The strain placed on the relationship between Snapchat and advertisers has led the platform to make some other
substantial changes to keep those advertisers happy.

Snapchat Lens Studio was yet another effort to win over consumers. Image credit: Snap

For example, Snapchat is debuting a new way for advertisers to connect with the right customers on its platform
through the use of location.

The social media platform is offering two new methods for advertisers to reach customers based on their
whereabouts: location categories and radius targeting. These new tools could help the struggling platform continue
to monetize more effectively in the face of rising unrest from its users (see story).

As Snap begins to roll back its changes, it shows how much user sentiment affects the platform's overall direction.
Whether these changes stick or not depends on how content the platform can keep its users while simultaneously
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appealing to the brands and advertisers it is  hoping to court.

"Snapchat's re-design is a classic example of how the tension between the experience for the user and the brand is
irreconcilable," Mr. Balassanian said. "In today's social media landscape, brands will need to find a way to
organically connect with their users in the hopes of placing meaningful ads.

"Without this, advertisers will ultimately end up in odds with consumers."
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